Within the Wigner-function formalism for electron quantum transport in semiconductors a two-time Wigner function is defined starting from the Green-function formalism. After a proper Fourier transform a Wigner function depending on p and w as independent variables is obtained. This new Wigner function extends the Wigner formalism to the frequency domain and carries information related to the spectral density of the system. A Monte Carlo approach based on the generation of Wigner paths, already developed for the single-time Wigner function, has been extended to evaluate the momentum and energy-dependent Wigner function. Results will be shown for electrons subject to the action of an external field and in presence of scattering with optical phonons.
INTRODUCTION
The Wigner formulation of quantum mechanics based on the concept of Wigner function (WF) proved to be particularly suitable for the study of quantum transport in mesoscopic systems due to the many analogies which can be established with the semiclassical transport theory [1] . Owing to the possibility of comparing in many cases quantum with classical results quantum effects can be discussed in a physically intuitive but rigorous theoretical framework [2] .
Furthermore this formalism allows to describe quantum transport in open systems [3] and the quantum dynamical equation for the WF can be solved by means of a Monte Carlo procedure based on the generation of Wigner paths (WP) [4] . At present, due to the heavy computational burden required by the numerical algorithm, only paths with few scattering processes can be accounted for. fw(V,p, {nq}, {n'q}, t, co) fw(ro,Po, {nq}, {n'q}, O, co) + dt' , F(q') {e i(q'r(t')-q't') x//nq, + lfw(r(t'),p(t') hq'/2, {nl, ,nq, + 1,...}, {n'q}, t',co coq,/2) e-i(q'r(t')-Cq't')vq,fw(r(tt),p(tt hq'/2, {rtl,... ,nq, 1,...}, {rttq},t',co + COq,/2) +1 ...},t' + e -i(''r(t')-q't) n'q, + lfw(r(t'),l,(t') hq'/2, {nq}, {1'1,... 
